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Introduction (20 years on).

Difftaction as seen through the theorist’s eyes.

Basic quantities to measure.

Caveats with the forward instrumentation currently available? 
(towards Full Acceptance Detector at the LHC)

Diffraction in the first LHC runs.

Selected items from the diffraction@LHC shopping list.

Conclusion.

Main aims - to show the ‘soft diffraction & Forward Physics ’ flag 
- to identify measurements which could allow discriminative tests of the

theoretical models  for soft diffraction.
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1. Introduction

20 years ago

…the physics at the very lowest mass scales, the log-s physics,  has suffered from 
lack of attention at energies higher than attained at the CERN ISR.

The physics of diffractive processes ( Pomeron physics). i.e. physics of
event structure containing “rapidity gaps” ( regions of rapidity  into which no
particles are produced), must not be compromised.

FELIX proposal for LHC- 1997 ( J.Phys.G(28:R117-R215,2002).

. 

A Full Acceptance Detector for the SSC (J.D. Bjorken, SLAC-PUB-5692, 1991)

June 2000

(A Full Acceptance Detector at the LHC (FELIX).) 



20 years on

The popularity of diffractive physics at the LHC is similar to that
of vegetarian sandwiches at the meat dinner.



Why important  to study diffraction at the LHC?

Fundamental interest. 

The LHC reaches, for the first time, sufficiently HE  to distinguish
between the different theoretical asymptotic scenarios for HE interactions.

Practical   interest. 

(currently  available data are still  not decisive)

Underlying events, triggers, calibration..



Rate  of CEP

Evaluation of the survival probabilities of LRG to soft rescattering. 
Recall ‘diffractive Higgs’ : pp p+H+p and other goodies... 

HE cosmic rays

LHC energy - above the ‘knee’.  Diffraction is  important for understanding of air-showers 

Development of MC models.

Central Exclusive Processes as a means to study New Physics

New exp. results on dijet,diphoton, charmonium CEP



Experimental signature presence of:
intact leading protons
Large Rapidity Gaps

(also EW exchanges)



SNAPSHOT OF SINGLE DIFFRACTION



slide from Per Grafstrom
( ATLAS)



Low Mass SD

Im
T~σ T

Survival factor S2

Optical theorem

Regge poles,cuts

Pomerons, dσ/dt

DD, DPE

Current  theoretical models for soft hadron
interactions are still  incomplete, and their 
parameters are not fixed, in particular, due to 
lack of HE data on Low-Mass diffraction.  

Recent  (RFT-based)  models allow   
reasonable description of the data in the

ISR-Tevatron range:
KMR-09-11,GLMM-09-11,KP-10,11, Ostapchenko-10-11.

The differences between the results of other
existing models wildly fluctuate.

P P P

Reggeon Field Theory, Gribov- 1986

2. Diffraction through the    2. Diffraction through the    
theoristtheorist’’s eyes.s eyes.





How Large is Large ?



KKMRZ,  arXiv:1005.4839



σtotal =

High mass diffractive dissociation

=

PPP-diagram 

Low  mass diffractive dissociation

PPR-diagram
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Screening is very important.
(semi) enhanced absorption …

dual to

(t-dependence !? )





There still is a freedom in the asymptotic behaviour

Different scenarios at  

1. Weak coupling of the Pomerons

2. Strong coupling of the Pomerons;

3. Asymptotically decreasing cross sections. 
(P.Grassberger, K.Sundermeyer-1978; K.Boreskov-2001)

All depends on the behaviour of the  triple -(multi)-Pomeron vertices.

Current data are usually  described by scenario 2 with          (Froissart-
Martin limit), but the weak coupling scenario is not excluded (LKMR-10)

To reach asymptotics we formally would need UH energies, when  

(V.N. Gribov,A.A.Migdal, -1969).

in the slope of elastic amplitude

Measurements of                                  at the LHC could allow to ‘probe’
the asymptotics (LKMR-2010). How long is the way to asymptotics?



3. Basic quantities to measure

,

, (most usual suspects)

CEP reactions

Detailed comparison of  particle distributions
and correlations (e.g. BEC) in pp, pP and PP –reactions

(sensitivity to the (small) size of the Pomeron).

The  cross-sections are (normally) large, and we do not need high luminosity.
Special ( high      )  optics is required.

Pile-up at high instantaneous    luminosity. 



(A,B,C) S. Ostapchenko,    Phys.Rev.D81:114028,2010. 
KMR-08:  KMR,  EPJ C54,199(2008); ibid C60,249 (2009).
GLMM-08: GLMM,EPJ C57,689 (2008).
KP-10        A.B. Kaidalov, M.Poghosyan

Large variation of               in the range 5- 10.5 mb

What about current theoretical uncertainties ? 

KMR-08

GLMM-08

KP-10 108 29.5 14.3
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Model expectations for total inelastic cross-section

Strong dependence of the longitudinal development of
air showers on              

Various MC generators are used by the CR community
(some with full resummation of multi-Pomeron graphs)

S.Ostapchenko, ArXiv:1103.5684)

KMR-11           65.2/67.1   6/7.4

MPS-11

For i
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KP-10 71.6
Achili et al 60-75

GLM                    68



HPS

AFP
(STFC cuttin

g rule)

4.Can we accurately measure diffractive characteristics         
with the current forward instrumentation ? 





slide from Per Grafstrom
( ATLAS)



TOTEM-2011



ZDCZDC

BUT  

CMS  is currently blind between =6.4(CASTOR)
and beam rapidity  yp except ZDC (neutrals).

T1+T2 detectors do not cover low-mass 
diffraction.

Even with common DAQ, we miss a few mb in 
inelastic cross section.

IS THERE A WAY OUT ?

Yes, an addition of Forward Shower Counters around beam pipes at CMS!

(8 FSC per side see showers from particles with |    | = 7-9)

Hope



JINST-09



Station 3 (114m) installed on both sides
during   March technical  stop. 

Stations 1&2- installed during  May
technical.  stop.  Commissioning with the beam.



Priority now - gap+X+gap triggers.
SD measurement requires all counters + low lumi run

(from Mike Albrow)



M. Albrow et al,  JINST 4:P10001,2009.



The FSC- these are for real !

The installation and commissioning 
phase of FSC during the March Technical Stop.

Main concern- lumi per bunch crossing might be
too high.

What about the precise measurement 
of SD?

Don't hold your breath, Valery.
This certainly needs all the counters and some low
lumi run, or at least bunches. (Mike Albrow)

(FSC at least a good foot in the door)



Can we measure                and          with a good accuracy ?

With known lumi ( 3.5% VdM )

(Lumi independent)

ALFA- measurement of elastic scattering in the
Coulomb interference region



t-dependence of elastic cross section is under control, including pion loop effects,   safe extrapolation to the low - t 
region (KMOR-2000). Recent Multi-Pom studies + compilation by Totem.

(str. interaction)



KMR-11, arXiv:1102.2844



ALFA can also measure  the absolute luminosity using optical 
theorem method if/when                is known







Can we measure        ,          with high accuracy?            

Achilles’ Heel  of   ‘inelastic’ measurements : low mass SD,DD

Uninstrumented regions: Totem-CMS :

Atlas: 
(Castor)

Can we extrapolate  from HM  SD ?



But there may be  also unknown unknowns. 

There are known unknowns. 

When  the common TOTEM-CMS data taking will happen?

When the dedicated runs with special optics  (high        )  will take place ?

When the FSC will be  fully operational ?

It is not clear at the moment  if/when CMS can read out T1+T2.
Maybe T1,T2 can be used for veto.

ZDC+HF+Castor +FSC could be sufficient
What the experts think



5.  A flavour of diffraction in the first LHC runs.

First measurement of             at  7 TeV. (arXiv:1104.0326 [hep-ex] , 2 Apr. 2011)

/

/

(model dependence in the definition of     )

+1.5

+1.5



ALICE

CMS

ATLAS





Achilli et al

(Giulia)



(agreement with KMR-11anal. results)



In ATLAS environment slides from Per Grafstrom
( ATLAS)



We also need 



Already allows to restrict/reject  theoretical models. More to come soon!

Elastic Scattering:  t- Distribution







6. Selected items from the diffraction@LHC shopping list.
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Non-trivial behaviour of 

Could be probed in ongoing ATLAS study of LRG distributions
High sensitivity to enhanced absorptive effects (KMR-11).
In the simplified triple-P approach:

KMR-11

Maximum at                    (M~12 GeV).

(ATLAS)



High Intensity Gluon Factory
(underrated un-biased gluons)

(~20 M q-jets  vs 417  glue-jets at LEP)

CDF and D0 each have a few exclusive JJ events > 100 GeV
still holds for low mass diffr.  dissociation.

Without forward proton taggers- FSC required

Prediction of ExHuME:
14 TeV, |η| <~ 3

Scaling down by ~ 5 for
7 TeV, |η| < 2.5 :

Unique possibility for a comprehensive 
study of the gluon  jrt properties in the   

extremely clean  environment
(hadron spectra/correlations, particle 

content, searches for glueballs…)

KMR-00, 01

(M<2.5 GeV, 98% purity or better)



CDF & new LHCb measurements are all in good agreement 
(factor “few”) with the Durham group predictions.

M

Central Exclusive
Production of   Heavy Quarkonia

(P. Lebiedowicz)



52

(Currently no complete theoretical 
description  of  onium properties.) 

(BABAR (2008))
(Still some puzzles)

(spins- still unconfirmed)

The heaviest and most compact quark-antiquark bound state in nature

P-wave Bottomonia



53

(Crystal Ball-1986)

CLEO-2011



Zoo of charmonium –like XYZ states



still  unobserved



(KRYSTHAL coll. 2009-2011)



Exclusive  charmonium production. 



7. Conclusion

We firmly believe that a rich LHC diffractive programme  
will allow to impose strong ‘restriction order’ on the models
of diffraction and provide a vital information on the dynamics of 
soft hadron interaction.

A very promising start-up of diffractive studies at the LHC.
More data & excitement to come soon.

LET THE LHC  DATA TALK !







Highlights:
• γγ CM energy W up to/beyond 1 TeV (and under control) 
• Large photon flux F therefore significant γγ luminosity
• Complementary (and clean) physics to pp interactions, eg studies of 
exclusive production of heavy particles might be possible       opens new field 
of studying very high energy γγ (and γp) physics 

LHC as a High Energy γγ Collider

p
p

K. Piotrzkowski, Phys. Rev. D63 (2001) 071502(R)
J.Ohnemus, T.Walsh & P .Zerwas -94;

KMR-02

Very rich Physics Menu  









Single Diffraction: definitions


